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June 8, 2017
Rabbi
Herzel Kranz

To the Honorable Governor Hogan,

Assistant Rabbi
Yaakov Greiniman

I attended your Hanukkah reception this past December with my family members and my
father, Rabbi Herzel Kranz, the Dean of the Leo Bernstein Jewish Academy of Fine Arts, and
the Rabbi of the Silver Spring Jewish Center.

President
Rabbi Moshe Pinter

I am deeply and gravely concerned about a student in our school, Kayla Adams whom, I've
President Emeritus known and seen grow-up for many years in our institutions. I am writing to alert you to a major
Dr. Michael Jaller z”l act of corruption based on collusion of court actors in concert with Judge Lenore Gelfman.
Executive Director
Eliya Fruma Kranz

Ten year old Kayla Adams, a student from our school, has alerted school officials, many
members of our community, myself included, to the details of her sexual and physical abuse
which has been suppressed by the malevolent actions of "best interest attorney" Alisa
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Hannah Tsimmerman Cummins and attorney Christopher Rand in Howard County. There is an infamous pattern in
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Howard County that Rand and Cummins have transferred children into the hands of their
abusers. Voices of children are suppressed along with Kayla's voice. Kayla been accused of
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saying something which she told me personally on Monday, June 5th that she never said. This
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false account was provided to the court by Alisa Cummins, the best interest attorney and her
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father, who was in the room with her. Kayla has attested to me and others her paralyzing fear
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of her father’s physical abuse. I have no question that this child is acutely suicidal and is in
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immediate danger to herself.
Stuart Ellman
Elliot Gershon
Tuvia Grauman
Norman Korb
Michael Wecker
Tzvi Hirsch Zaks

I am in touch with the Foundation for the Child Victims of the Family Courts. Kayla and her
mother, Jennifer Nathanson, were banned from receiving legal and forensic services from this
Foundation and left at the mercy of a court issuing unconstitutional orders. Judge Lenore
Gelfman is fully aware of the unconstitutional nature of this order.
The Jewish community is up in arms about the dismissive treatment and suffering of 10 year
old Kayla Adams who has explicitly expressed to me and others details of her abuse and
distress that she's experiencing on a daily basis from her father, Michael Adams. This 10 year
old child, Kayla Adams, needs to be removed immediately from her father, the hands of the
accused abuser, and be returned to her mother, Jennifer Nathanson.
I have many years of experience in these matters as I am the Executive Director of our
Synagogue and Manager of the Hebrew Sheltering Home of Greater Washington for the past
21 years. I am very familiar with these abuse cases. Your attention is urgently required. I will
expect a call from your office as soon as possible. Our community demands immediate action
on this case! Thank you for your assistance in protecting this child.
Respectfully,
Eliya Fruma Kranz
Executive Director
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